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Breachless  
Threat Intelligence 
for Proactive 
Security Hygiene
Problem: Playing from  
Behind after Getting Owned
Enterprises need a steady stream of timely and accurate threat intelligence 
regarding real-world malicious intrusions and attempts into their networks. 
Ideally they need this information in advance of a breach, and cannot rely  
solely on post-compromise forensics to continuously maintain and improve 
their defenses. Unfortunately, pre-breach targeted intelligence is simply not  a 
capability found in most organizations today, even among purported  security 
leaders.

Instead, they generally have two alternatives, both suboptimal: they can take 
actual forensic evidence from previously compromised machines, which 
leaves them “playing from behind” and always cleaning up digital messes, or 
they can use sandboxing technology with user emulation to approximate 
what threats might do on an actual user device. Neither approach utilizes real 
malware running on a real production PC with real users at the helm 
performing all of the daily acts of modern business. Bromium does all of this, 
and is what makes the Bromium solution fundamentally different and unique 
to anything else in the security space today.
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99% of today’s malware  
morphs into new, undetectable 
variants in under a minute.
 – Verizon 

97% of malware is unique  
to a specific endpoint,  
rendering signature-based 
security virtually useless.

 – Webroot

“Micro-virtualization is a great 
model. It’s the way forward.”

 – Gartner
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Turning the Tables on the Attackers
With 99% of malware having polymorphic capabilities and 97% of malicious files 
completely unique to each endpoint, organizations need to employ a completely 
new approach to securing their critical infrastructure and proprietary enterprise 
assets against theft and misuse. Rather than sacrifice an initial victim system—
known as Patient Zero in security parlance—to obtain accurate forensic threat 
intelligence, security teams now have access to “breachless” threat feeds on the 
precise risks targeting their organization uniquely.

Bromium enables this one-of-a-kind breakthrough approach through patented 
micro-virtualization technology that isolates and contains all threats while users 
go about their daily business and employ their usual workflows. The Bromium 
Secure Platform delivers continuous automated threat feeds both from 
isolation on newer Intel- and AMD-based PCs that support virtualization, as  
well as from older PCs and servers through Bromium advanced monitoring.

“Victimless Crime” –  
Intelligence without Breach
There are three main problems with the traditional approach that combines 
detect-to-protect security with post-breach forensics:

1. No one in the world has likely ever seen your exact sample before
since malware is highly targeted, polymorphic, and unique.

2. Attacker tactics, techniques, and procedures are continuously
evolving, putting the organization at a perpetual disadvantage.

3. Detection and remediation is very expensive—you simply cannot
afford to be your own guinea pig time and again with no end.

Bromium overcomes each of these problems by forgoing detection in favor 
of isolation and eliminating remediation via containment. Just think, all of  
the threat intelligence with none of the breaches!
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Enhanced Situational Awareness

Bromium isolation allows malicious websites and file content to run to 
conclusion without impact to the user’s PC, so that complete threat intelligence 
can be collected and disseminated throughout the enterprise and beyond. 
Threat feeds include detailed indicators of compromise (IOCs) and indicators 
of attack (IOAs)—no compromise actually takes place on Bromium-isolated 
devices—and the forensic information captured is both highly detailed and  
finely granular.

Attack information is shared across all Bromium devices in your network, 
instantly improving endpoint protection, reducing the overall attack surface, 
and enhancing situational awareness enterprisewide.

Breachless Response

Since Bromium-isolated devices self-remediate, there is nothing for security 
teams to do when malware is discovered running on these endpoints. Bromium 
intelligence from threat feeds, however, can also be used to help analysts and 
responders to remediate non-isolated devices such as older PCs, Macs, servers, 
and IoT devices, or to lessen their combined attack surfaces proactively as well. 

Open Connectivity
Standardized threat feeds integrate seamlessly with SIEM tools, CSIRT teams, 
and SOC processes, allowing organizations to leverage Bromium intelligence 
broadly throughout the enterprise and to share it with external parties as desired. 
Bromium receives no telemetry concerning customer-specific threats discovered 
by an onsite Bromium installation, ensuring organizational data privacy.

Standardized Data Exchange

Bromium supports the Common Event Format (CEF) open log standard for 
normalizing security events and easing data collection, aggregation, and  
analysis across disparate systems. Each minute, the Bromium Controller sends 
out accumulated threat intelligence via the Syslog protocol to your defined 
Syslog server destinations.
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Bromium Threat 
Feeds Summary

Enhanced Situational Awareness
• Broadly Share IOCs and IOAs
• Proactively Reduce Attack Surface
• Remediate Non-Bromium Devices

Open Connectivity
• SIEM Tools
• CSIRT Teams
• SOC Processes

Standardized Data Exchange
• CEF / Syslog
• STIX / TAXII
• MAEC

Advanced Business Processes
• Workflow Automation
• Systems Integration
• Virtual SOC
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In addition, Bromium threat intelligence can be broadly shared with  
security analysts and researchers on diverse platforms using Structured  
Threat Information Expression (STIX) and Trusted Automated Exchange of 
Indicator Information (TAXII). These standards allow cyber-threat information 
in a standardized format.

Finally, Bromium administrators can export threat intelligence using  
MAEC “bundles”, a common standardized mechanism for encoding and  
communicating high-fidelity information about malware based upon  
attributes such as behaviors, artifacts, and attack patterns. Bromium IOCs  
and IOAs are encoded into MAEC format for sharing and facilitation of both 
human-based and machine-based processes.

Advanced Business Processes
Customers worldwide use Bromium threat feeds to drive advanced, customized 
processes such as workflow automation, seamless integration with the extended 
technology infrastructure, and creation of your own “virtual SOC” capabilities 
within the enterprise.

Each Bromium-protected endpoint and server represents a node in an 
extended sensor network that continuously feeds threat intelligence through 
the Bromium Controller and out to your custom destinations for up-to-the-
minute downstream event correlation and threat hunting. Bromium provides the 
essential tools and standard formats for you to integrate threat feeds and win at 
cybersecurity, with capabilities limited only by imagination and programming.

Let Bromium breachless threat intelligence drive your proactive 
security posture today. 

Key benefits of Bromium

Sustained Protection
• Patented hardware-enforced

isolation stops malware spreading
• Disposable computing means

no remediation is needed
• Zero dwell time prevents

impact to operations

Adaptive Intelligence
• Indicator-of-compromise (IOC)

hunting takes place via a
distributed sensor network

• Behavioral analysis is built into
each sensor for faster detection

• Detailed forensics tracing
offers full attack visibility

Reduced Cost
• High fidelity alerts result in less

time and fewer resources required
to deal with potential threats

• Crisis patching is a thing of the past
• You bear no infrastructure costs




